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3INCE THE EMERGENCE OF THE NATION STATE THE FUNDAMENTAL TASK OF NATIONAL FOR
EIGN POLICY HAS BEEN TO ASSERT THE INTERESTS OF ONES OWN STATE OVER AND AGAINST 
THOSE  OF  OTHER  STATES  /N  THE  ONE  HAND  PREVENTIVE  MEASURES  WERE  TAKEN  TO 
THWART  EXTERNAL DANGERS  TO  THE  STATE  ITS  TERRITORY  AND  ITS POPULATION /N  THE 
OTHER HAND INTERNALLY DOMESTIC DEMANDS FOR PRESTIGE AND POWER WERE SATISFIED 
IN THE REALM OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 4HIS ORDER KNOWN AS THE h7ESTPHALIAN 3YSTEMv 
WAS CREATED IN THE WAKE OF THE  0EACE OF 7ESTPHALIA WHICH ESTABLISHED THE 
PRINCIPLE OF TERRITORIALLY BASED SOVEREIGNTY )N THIS CONTEXT THE %UROPEAN NATION 
STATE  BECAME  THE  DOMINANT  STATE  FORM  THAT  LIKE  A  CONTAINER  HELD  SOCIETY  TO
GETHER ENCLOSING IT WITHIN A DEFINED TERRITORY )N THE LAST DECADES OF THE TWEN
TIETH CENTURY  THIS  SYSTEM BROKE DOWN AS  THE OLD DIVISION BETWEEN hINTERNALv 
AND  hEXTERNALv  DISAPPEARED  )N  TODAYS  TRANSNATIONAL  AND  GLOBALIZED  WORLD 
ECONOMY CULTURE AND MOBILITY ARE NOW BORDERLESS
! QUARTER OF A CENTURY AGO BEFORE THE TERM hGLOBALIZATIONv BECAME POPU
LAR 'ERMAN #HANCELLOR 7ILLY "RANDT IDENTIFIED THE POLITICAL CONSEQUENCES OF 
AN INCREASINGLY INTERDEPENDENT WORLD !CCORDING TO "RANDT TAKING UP A TERM 
COINED  BY  THE  'ERMAN  PHILOSOPHER  AND  PHYSICIST  #ARL  &RIEDRICH  VON 
7EIZSËCKER  FOREIGN POLICY  IN  THE POSTNATIONAL  AGE HAD BECOME hWORLD DO
MESTIC  POLITICSv  7ELTINNENPOLITIK	  7HEN  THE  PLANET  IS  UNDERSTOOD  AS  A 
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±Ë#ÍÍËËO .ATIONAL WELFARE IS NO LONGER AN EFFECTIVE 
FRAME OF REFERENCE FOR ENLIGHTENED FOREIGN POLICY 0OLICY CONSIDERATION MUST 
ENCOMPASS THE COMMON WELFARE OF A WORLD SOCIETY %NVIRONMENTAL AND RE
SOURCE CRISES ARE INEXTRICABLY TIED TO SECURITY AND JUSTICE 3IXTY YEARS AFTER 
THE FOUNDING OF THE 5NITED .ATIONS THERE SHOULD BE A NEW EFFORT TO ESTABLISH 
A GENUINELY SUSTAINABLE GLOBAL ORDERA h3AN &RANCISCO v
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WORLDWIDE  SOCIETY  CHARACTERIZED  BY  CROSSBORDER  NETWORKS  AS  OPPOSED  TO  A 
COLLECTION OF NATION STATES COLLIDING WITH ONE ANOTHER LIKE BILLIARD BALLS THEN 
THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL AFFAIRS BECOMES OBSOLETE $O
MESTIC  AFFAIRS  ARE  NOW  INFLUENCED  BY  THE  EXTERNAL  WORLD  AND  THE  EXTERNAL 
WORLD IS INFLUENCED BY DOMESTIC AFFAIRS
7ITH  INCREASING  INTERDEPENDENCE  COMES  INCREASING  VULNERABILITY !T  THE 
BEGINNING OF THE TWENTYFIRST CENTURY THE INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF A COUNTRY ARE IN
FLUENCED  BY  A  VAST  ARRAY  OF  TRANSNATIONAL  FORCES  3O  IT WAS  THAT  THE 5NITED 
3TATES WAS UNABLE TO DEFEND ITSELF AGAINST THE  TERRORISTS hBECAUSE INTER
DEPENDENCE PERMITS THE WEAK TO USE THE FORCES OF THE STRONG JUJITSU STYLE TO 
OVERCOME THEMv .O OCEAN IS WIDE ENOUGH NO WALL IS HIGH ENOUGH TO SHIELD 
EVEN THE MOST POWERFUL COUNTRIES FROM ECONOMIC CRISES EPIDEMICS ECOLOGICAL 
DANGERS AND STATELESS VIOLENCE )N OUR TRANSNATIONAL AGE THE DEGREE OF GLOBAL 
INTEGRATION  AT  AN  INTERNATIONAL  LEVEL  IS  NOWHERE MORE  CLEARLY  DEMONSTRATED 
THAN  IN  THE BIOSPHERE %NVIRONMENTAL AND RESOURCE CRISES GENERATE  TRANSNA
TIONAL  THREATS  THAT  ARE  IN  TURN  FUELLED  BY  OTHER  TRANSNATIONAL  FACTORS 7HAT 
CHALLENGES  ARISE  FOR WORLD  DOMESTIC  POLITICS  AS  A  CONSEQUENCE  OF  THE  GLOBAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND RESOURCE CRISES 
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3INCE TIME IMMEMORIAL RESOURCE CONFLICTS HAVE BEEN FUELLED BY DESIRE SCAR
CITY AND RIVALRY 4HIS IS TRUE OF DISPUTES BETWEEN PARTIES BORDERING A RIVER IN 
THE  -IDDLE  !GES  AND  THE  SKIRMISHES  BETWEEN  %UROPEAN 
NATIONS  OVER  NATURAL  RESOURCES  IN  !FRICA  AT  THE  TIME  OF 
"ISMARCK  (OWEVER  SINCE  THE  FINITE  NATURE  OF  THE  BIO
SPHERE HAS BECOME APPARENT GLOBAL SOCIAL EQUILIBRIUM CAN 
NO  LONGER  BE  SECURED  BY MEANS  OF  YET  FURTHER  ECONOMIC 
GROWTH  )N  A  LIMITED  ENVIRONMENTAL  SPACE  CONVENTIONAL 
GROWTH IS UNABLE TO GUARANTEE GREATER EQUITY AMONG NATIONS 4HUS RESOURCE 
CONFLICTS NOW POINT  TO A  FUNDAMENTAL  CONTRADICTION BETWEEN ECONOMIC EX
PANSION AND ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITS
4HIS CONTRADICTION EXPRESSES ITSELF IN SOCIAL AS WELL AS NATURAL CRISES 4WEN
TYFIVE PERCENT OF  THE WORLDS POPULATION CONSUMES  PERCENT OF  THE WORLDS 
RESOURCES 4HE  GREATER  THE  SCARCITY  OF  IMPORTANT  NATURAL  RESOURCES  THE MORE 
URGENT BECOMES THE QUESTION OF THEIR ALLOCATION 7HO OWNS THE OIL RESERVES THE 
RIVERS THE FORESTS THE ATMOSPHERE 7HO HAS WHAT RIGHTS TO THE LIFESUPPORTING 
PROCESSES OF THE BIOSPHERE (OW MUCH MAY EACH ACTOR TAKE WITHOUT IMPINGING 
ON THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS 4HESE ARE JUST SOME OF THE QUESTIONS BEHIND MANY OF 
TODAYS  LOOMING  RESOURCE  AND  ENVIRONMENTAL  CONFLICTS 4HIS  ARTICLE  EXAMINES 
FOUR OF THESE CONFLICTS
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3INCE EARLY MODERN TIMES THE %ARTH HAS BEEN COMBED FOR VALUABLE RAW MATERI
ALS (OWEVER IN THE PRESENT DAY THE SEARCH FOR AND EXPLOITATION OF RAW MATERIAL 
SOURCES HAS SHIFTED TO THE REMOTEST ZONES /IL IS NOW EXTRACTED FROM THE HEART 
OF  THE RAINFORESTS OR DEEP UNDER SEA  TIMBER  IS  LOGGED  IN DISTANT 0ATAGONIA OR 
3IBERIA FLOATING FISH FACTORIES PLOUGH THE SEAS FROM THE !RCTIC #IRCLE TO THE !NT
ARCTIC %NERGY SOURCES  SUCH AS OIL  AND GAS ARE ESPECIALLY COVETED  FOLLOWED BY 
METALS LIKE GOLD TIN SILVER COBALT AND BIOTIC RAW MATERIALS LIKE WOOD AND FISH 
)T IS IN THESE PLACES WHERE THE EXPLOITATION OF RAW MATERIALS ADVANCES INTO PRE
VIOUSLY UNDEVELOPED AREAS THAT THE TERRITORIES OF INDIGENOUS SOCIETIES HAVE BE
COME INTEGRATED INTO THE WORLDWIDE NETWORK OF RESOURCE FLOWS
4HIS  IS  THE CASE  IN  THE !MAZON REGION OF %CUADOR 3INCE  WHEN  THE 
CONSORTIUM 4EXACO'ULF OPENED THE FIRST DRILLING STATIONS THE OIL AGE HAS COME 
TO THE REGION KNOWN AS h/RIENTEv 7ATER POLLUTION RESULTING FROM OIL EXPLOITA
TION IS ESPECIALLY DRAMATIC 0OISONOUS WASTE AND EFFLUENT HAVE POLLUTED STREAMS 
AND RIVERS THAT SERVE THE INHABITANTS AS SOURCES OF WATER FOR 
COOKING DRINKING AND WASHING /IL HAS SEEPED INTO THE SOIL 
AND  WATER  THROUGH  LEAKS  IN  THE  PIPELINES  )T  IS  ESTIMATED 
THAT OVER THE LAST  YEARS MORE THAN HALF A MILLION BARRELS 
OF OIL HAVE LEAKED INTO %CUADORS WATERWAYS 9ET THE INDIG
ENOUS GROUPS LIVING IN /RIENTETHE 1UICHUA (UAORANI AND 3HUARARE STILL 
DEPENDENT ON THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT OF FORESTS FLOODED REGIONS AND RIVER
BANKS 0LANTS FISH AND WILD ANIMALS HAVE ALSO DISAPPEARED AS A RESULT OF DEFOR
ESTATION  AND  POLLUTION  ERODING  THE  MEANS  OF  EXISTENCE  OF  THE  INDIGENOUS 
GROUPS -ALNUTRITION SOCIAL DECLINE AND DISPLACEMENT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES
%CUADOR IS NOT AN EXCEPTION /N THE ONE HAND WORLDWIDE DEMAND FOR NATU
RAL RESOURCES OF ALL KINDS IS INCREASING ON THE OTHER HAND THESE RESOURCES ARE 
NOT SIMPLY WAITING TO BE HARVESTED IN SOME NO MANS LAND 4O THE CONTRARY THEY 
ARE FREQUENTLY FOUND IN THE ENVIRONS OF LOCAL INHABITANTS AND CONSTITUTE THE VERY 
BASIS OF THEIR EXISTENCE 4HE USE OF ECOSYSTEMS AS hCOMMONSv COMES INTO CON
FLICT WITH  THEIR  USE  AS  hASSETSv  FOR  GENERATING  PROFIT  4HE  NEED  FOR  FIREWOOD 
HONEY OR MEAT STANDS DIRECTLY OPPOSED TO THE NEED FOR PULP MAGAZINES PAPER 
NAPKINS  AND  HIGHGRADE  FURNITURE  SUBSISTENCE  NEEDS  COMPETE  WITH  LUXURY 
NEEDS 4HUS THE OVERCONSUMPTION OF THE GLOBAL CONSUMER CLASS HAS BECOME A 
MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH FOR MANY PEOPLE IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 7ESTERN	 
POLITICS COMMITTED TO HUMAN RIGHTS  IS UNABLE TO  IGNORE THIS  )N PARTICULAR  THE 
INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES MUST PURSUE POLICIES THAT PROTECT THE RIGHT OF THE MOST DIS
ADVANTAGED TO EXISTENCE $OMESTICALLY THIS IMPLIES A REDUCTION IN DEPENDENCE 
ON RESOURCES %XTERNALLY THIS MEANS SECURING THE MEANS OF EXISTENCE OF INDIG
ENOUS PEOPLES AND OTHER SUBSISTENCE COMMUNITIES BY MEANS OF BI AND MULTILAT
ERAL TREATIES h(UMAN SECURITYv COMES BEFORE THE SECURITY OF NATIONAL RESOURCES 
! WORLD COMMITTED TO HUMAN RIGHTS IS UNABLE TO IGNORE THIS
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5NTIL RECENTLY THE DISCOVERY OF MINERAL DEPOSITS WAS REASON FOR A STATE TO CELE
BRATE %MPIRICAL FINDINGS HOWEVER HAVE CORRECTED THIS ASSUMPTION #OMPARA
TIVE STUDIES HAVE SHOWN THAT COUNTRIES RICH IN RESOURCES ACTUALLY DEMONSTRATE 
SLOWER GROWTH RATES COMPARED TO OTHER COUNTRIES INCLUDING THOSE WITH A LOWER 
PERCAPITA INCOME 4HE MORE A COUNTRY IS DEPENDENT ON THE EXPORT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES  THE  LOWER  ITS  RANKING  IN  THE (UMAN $EVELOPMENT  )NDEX  A WORLD
WIDE COMPARATIVE MEASURE OF LIFE EXPECTANCY LITERACY EDUCATION AND STANDARD 
OF LIVING 4HE FIGURES FOR CHILD MORTALITY RATES LIFE EXPECTANCY AND CHILD EDUCA
TION  LAG  CONSIDERABLY  BEHIND  THE  AVERAGE  FOR  LESS  RESOURCERICH  COUNTRIES 
!GAINST THE BACKGROUND OF THESE EXPERIENCES THE RESOURCE BLESSING THESIS HAS 
NOW BEEN REPLACED BY THAT OF THE hRESOURCE CURSEv 
)N  COUNTRIES  SUCH  AS  )RAN  AND 2USSIA  IN  THE !RAB WORLD  AND  IN PARTS  OF 
!FRICA  THE hOIL CURSEv HAS FARREACHING CONSEQUENCES .IGERIA  IS A EXEMPLARY 
CASE OF A COUNTRY FALLEN VICTIM TO OIL /THER OIL RICH COUNTRIES SUCH AS !NGOLA 
#AMEROON OR 3UDAN ARE SIMILARLY OPAQUE AND REPRESSIVE 4HIS ALSO APPLIES TO 
ESTABLISHED  OIL  STATES  SUCH  AS  3AUDI  !RABIA  +UWAIT  )RAQ 
"RUNEI AND 2USSIAHARDLY SHINING EXAMPLES OF DEMOCRACY 
3TATES WHOSE INCOMES RELY PREDOMINATELY ON THE SALE OF RE
SOURCES  AND  NOT  ON  THE  TAXATION  OF  CITIZENS  TEND  TOWARD 
CULTURES OF CORRUPTION 4HE RULING ELITE NO LONGER FEELS A RE
SPONSIBILITY TO ITS PEOPLE SINCE ITS INCOME IS ALREADY SECURE 
4HE DEMOS IS HELD HOSTAGE BY A POWER CLIQUE AND A SPIRAL OF VIOLENCE AND COUN
TERVIOLENCE SETS THE AGENDA 7HEN THE POPULATION IS DISENFRANCHISED OR WHEN 
THE  STATE  LOSES  CONTROL  POVERTY  INTENSIFIES  AND WHOLE  REGIONS  CAN  BE  SUCKED 
INTO THE MAELSTROM OF LAWLESSNESS 
3UCH CONFLICTS APPEAR FAR REMOVED FROM THE PETROL PUMPS HEATING TANKS AND 
AIR  CONDITIONING  SYSTEMS  IN  THE  RICHER  PARTS  OF  THE  WORLD  .EVERTHELESS  THE 
OILALONG WITH  DIAMONDS  COLTAN  AND  HARDWOODSENDS  UP  IN  THE  HANDS  OF 
AFFLUENT  CONSUMERS  IN  THE  COUNTRIES  OF  THE  SOUTHERN  AS WELL  AS  THE NORTHERN 
HEMISPHERE !T THE END OF THE DAY IT IS THE STRONG DEMAND OF AFFLUENT STATES THAT 
MAKES THE EXPLOITATION OF RESOURCES SO LUCRATIVE ENABLING CLEPTOCRATIC REGIMES 
TO THRIVE &URTHERMORE  IT  IS  THE VESTED INTEREST  IN ESTABLISHING RELIABLE SUPPLY 
LINES  THAT  CAN  LEAD  GOVERNMENTS  AND  COMPANIESEVEN  THOSE  OF  DEMOCRATIC 
COUNTRIESTO ENTER  INTO COMPLICITY WITH AUTHORITARIAN REGIMES 3AUDI !RABIA 
AND INCREASINGLY 2USSIA ARE SUCH REGIMES
)N THIS CASE TOO BOTH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL DEMANDS ARE PLACED ON FOREIGN 
POLICY  !  REDUCTION  IN  DEPENDENCY  ON  RESOURCES  TRADITIONALLY  THE  SUBJECT  OF 
DOMESTIC POLITICS WILL NOW FALL UNDER THE AEGIS OF FOREIGN POLICY 4HE VIGOROUS 
PERSECUTION  OF  CRIMES  INVOLVING  BRIBERY  ALSO  FALLS  INTO  THIS  CATEGORY $EALING 
WITH DICTATORIAL  REGIMES  THE  TRANSPARENCY OF MONETARY  TRANSACTIONS  THE CON
DUCT OF TRANSNATIONAL COMPANIES AS WELL AS THE FINANCIAL GUARANTEES PROVIDED 
FOR PROJECTS IN SUCH STATES WILL ALL BE ISSUES OF THE NEW FOREIGN POLICY
	 0HILLIPE ,E "ILLON ED	 4HE 'EOPOLITICAL %CONOMY OF h2ESOURCE 7ARSv 7ILTON 0ARK 	
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3ECURE ACCESS TO OIL HAS LONG BEEN A CENTRAL FACTOR IN GEOPOLITICAL STRATEGY /IL IS THE 
LIFEBLOOD OF INDUSTRIAL CIVILIZATION (OWEVER OF LATE UPON RECOGNITION THAT OIL RE
SOURCES ARE FINITE THE GEOPOLITICAL IMPORTANCE OF OIL IS EVEN GREATER !NNUAL RATES 
OF EXTRACTION ARE NOW SIGNIFICANTLY LARGER THAN THE VOLUME OF 
NEW DISCOVERIES &OR EVERY NEWLYDISCOVERED BARREL OF  CRUDE 
OIL APPROXIMATELY FOUR BARRELS ARE EXTRACTED !PPLIED TO ALL OIL 
FIELDS  WORLDWIDE  A  MAXIMUM  STAGE  OF  EXTRACTION  WILL  BE 
REACHED SOON THE SOCALLED hDEPLETION MIDPOINTv AFTER WHICH 
THE RATE OF PRODUCTION WILL  INEVITABLY FALL  )NDICATORS SUGGEST THAT THE MAXIMUM 
LEVEL OF OIL EXTRACTION WILL BE REACHED SOMETIME BETWEEN  AND 
4HIS CRISIS HAS BECOME APPARENT AT A TIME WHEN THIRST FOR OIL IS INCREASING 
7ORLDWIDE  DEMAND  IS  GROWING  PARTICULARLY  IN  THE  NEW  CONSUMER  COUNTRIES 
ABOVE ALL #HINA )NDIA AND "RAZIL #HINA IS ALREADY RANKED THE SECOND LARGEST 
IMPORTER OF OIL WORLDWIDE %VEN COUNTRIES SUCH AS -ALAYSIA 6IETNAM AND )N
DONESIA WHICH ARE EXPORTERS TODAY WILL BE NET IMPORTERS WITHIN A DECADE 
!S THE CAKE IS GETTING SMALLER  THE HUNGER IS GROWINGAND THE NUMBER OF 
GUESTS  IS  INCREASING 4HIS  IS  CAUSING  A  PERMANENT  FIELD  OF  CONFLICT  TO  EMERGE 
!ND IT IS THE POOR COUNTRIES THAT WILL PAY THE HIGHEST PRICE !NALYSES OF THE )N
TERNATIONAL %NERGY !GENCY SHOW THAT THE PRIMARY EFFECTS OF AN OIL PRICE RISE OF 
BETWEEN  AND  DOLLARS PER BARREL WOULD  LEAD  TO A  REDUCTION  IN ECONOMIC 
GROWTH IN THE INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES OF AROUND  PERCENT )N THE !SIAN DEVELOP
ING COUNTRIES THE REDUCTION WOULD BE ABOUT  PERCENT AND IN THE COUNTRIES 
SUB3AHARAN !FRICA AS MUCH AS  PERCENT
4HUS THE SOCIAL LIMITS OF FOSSIL FUEL USE ARE DISCERNIBLE FAR IN ADVANCE OF ITS 
ECOLOGICAL LIMITS &INITE RESERVES OF OIL ARE BECOMING A DESTABILIZING FACTOR LONG 
BEFORE THE LAST BARREL HAS BEEN PUMPED OUT OF THE EARTH 4HE hLIMITS TO GROWTHv 
THESIS IS RETURNING IN THE SHAPE OF GEOPOLITICAL CONFLICTS ! LONG CHERISHED AXIOM 
IS NOW REVERSED DEVELOPMENT NO  LONGER PROMOTES PEACE  INSTEAD  IT  LEADSAS 
LONG AS IT IS BASED ON OIL GAS OR COALTO THE ABSENCE OF PEACE
)T  IS  IN  THIS  AREA  THAT  THE  MUTUAL  DEPENDENCE  OF  DOMESTIC  AND  FOREIGN 
POLICY BECOMES MOST APPARENT 7ITHOUT A REDUCTION IN THEIR DEPENDENCE ON 
OIL THE INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIESAND SOON THE NEWLYINDUSTRIALIZED AS WELLWILL 
CONTINUE TO HANG ON THE NEEDLE LIKE JUNKIES ! REDUCTION IN THE CONSUMPTION 
OF FOSSIL FUELS ALONGSIDE THE NECESSARY DIVERSIFICATION AND THE CLASSICAL SECUR
ING OF RESOURCES THROUGH CONTRACTS MUST BECOME A CENTRAL DEMAND OF SECU
RITY POLICY .ATIONAL AND %UROPEAN EFFORTS TO MOVE AWAY FROM OIL WOULD BE 
CONSIDERABLY  SIMPLIFIED  AND  ACCELERATED  BY  A  COOPERATIVE  INTERNATIONAL  RE
GIME %CONOMIC COOPERATION ALSO COMES  INTO PLAY 4HE MORE SUCCESSFUL  THE 
HIGHLY INDUSTRIALIZED STATES ARE IN SUPPORTING THE PROCESS OF hLEAPFROGGINGv 
IN THE 3OUTHERN (EMISPHERE THE LONGER THE OIL WILL hLASTv &OREIGN ENVIRON
MENTAL AND DEVELOPMENT POLITICS MUST WORK HAND IN HANDTHAT IS PURSUE 
WORLD DOMESTIC POLITICS IN "RANDTS SENSE OF THE TERM
	 0ETER (ENNICKE AND -ICHAEL -àLLER 7ELTMACHT %NERGIE 3TUTTGART 	 
	 )NTERNATIONAL %NERGY !GENCY 7ORLD %NERGY /UTLOOK  0ARIS 	
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)N ALL LIKELIHOOD THE HARSH EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE WILL PRIMARILY AFFECT THOSE 
COUNTRIES  AND  PEOPLE  WHO  HAVE  LEAST  CONTRIBUTED  TO  IT  2ELEVANT  STUDIES  ARE 
UNANIMOUS IN THEIR PROGNOSIS THAT THE COUNTRIES IN THE 3OUTHERN (EMISPHERE 
AND THEIR RURAL POPULATIONSTHOSE DIRECTLY DEPENDENT ON NATUREARE LIKELY TO 
SUFFER THE BRUNT OF THE DESTABILIZING EFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMING 4HE INDUSTRIAL 
COUNTRIES AND THEIR URBAN POPULATIONS WILL BE  LESS SEVERELY AFFECTED 4HE ECO
NOMIC BASIS OF COUNTLESS VILLAGES AND CITIES WILL BE HIT BY THE CHANGES IN AGRICUL
TURAL PRODUCTION AND PRODUCTIVITY
4HE  ENVIRONMENT  IS  LIKELY  TO  BECOME  INCREASINGLY  UNHEALTHY  HARVESTS 
WILL  INCREASINGLY  FALL  VICTIM  TO PESTS  AND WEEDS WHILE POPULATIONS WILL  IN
CREASINGLY  SUFFER  FROM  MALARIA  DENGUE  FEVER  AND  OTHER 
INFECTIOUS DISEASES ! RISE IN SEA LEVELS WILL RENDER SECTIONS 
OF THE MOST DENSELY POPULATED COUNTRIES LIKE "ANGLADESH 
UNINHABITABLE  !CCORDING  TO  PROGNOSES  A  GLOBAL  RISE  IN 
TEMPERATURE OF  DEGREES CENTIGRADE BY  WILL THREATEN 
 MILLION PEOPLE WITH COASTAL FLOODING "ETWEEN  AND 
 MILLION WILL BE THREATENED WITH MALARIA AND BETWEEN  AND  MIL
LION WILL FACE WATER SHORTAGES &AR FROM BEING A hSOFTv ISSUE OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION CLIMATE CHANGE WILL BECOME THE INVISIBLE HAND BEHIND ECONOMIC 
DECLINE SOCIAL EROSION AND DISPLACEMENT 
4HERE ARE NOT MANY POLICY FIELDS IN WHICH POORER STATES HAVE A GREATER POS
SIBILITY OF APPLYING PRESSURE THAN IN THE FIELD OF CLIMATE POLITICS 4HIS IS BECAUSE 
CLIMATE CHANGE WILL ALSO WREAK HAVOC IN THE METROPOLITAN AREAS OF THE .ORTHERN 
(EMISPHERE (URRICANE +ATRINA WAS A POWERFUL DEMONSTRATION OF THE DAMAGE 
THAT A RISE IN SEA LEVELS WOULD INFLICT ON LARGE CITIES SUCH AS (AMBURG ,ONDON 
.EW 9ORK 2IO DE  *ANEIRO OR #APE 4OWN 4HE STATES OF  THE 3OUTHERN (EMI
SPHERE DO NOT EVEN HAVE TO TAKE ANY ACTION FOR THIS TO OCCUR THEY SIMPLY NEED 
TO CONTINUE ON THE hBUSINESS AS USUALv PATH OF ECONOMIC GROWTH 4HAT IS WHY 
INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES HAVE A VESTED INTEREST IN SEEING THE EMERGING NATIONS PAR
TICIPATE  IN  CLIMATE  PROTECTION MEASURES (ERE  FOREIGN  POLICY  IS  BOTH  CLASSICAL 
hDANGER PREVENTIONv ANDMEDIATED THROUGH THE PHYSICAL EFFECTS AND THE NECES
SITY OF AN ECONOMIC CHANGE OF COURSEDOMESTIC POLITICS 
Áj~Ë+WßË?ÄË	Ä¬jÁjË+ÍWÄ
!T THE BEGINNING OF THE TWENTYFIRST CENTURY  YEARS AFTER $ENNIS AND $ONELLA 
-EADOWSS 4HE ,IMITS  TO 'ROWTH  REPORT  TO  THE #LUB  OF 2OME  FIRST  RAISED  THE 
ISSUE THE PHYSICAL LIMITS OF OUR PLANET HAVE ONCE AGAIN BECOME A THEME 4HIS 
RECOGNITION TOGETHER WITH ECONOMIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL GLOBALIZATION AND INEVI
TABLE ENVIRONMENTAL AND RESOURCE CONFLICTS MUST LEAD TO A CHANGE IN THE WORK
ING BASIS OF FOREIGN POLICY )T IS NO LONGER POSSIBLE TO THINK IN TERMS OF NATIONAL 
hCONTAINERSv OR IN MINISTERIAL AREAS OF COMPETENCE )NTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FAC
TORS BELONG  TOGETHERFOREIGN CLIMATE POLICY  IS SENSELESS WITHOUT NATIONAL CLI
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MATE PROTECTION MEASURES !N EFFECTIVE FOREIGN POLICY CAN NO LONGER BE SATISFIED 
WITH THE DEFENSE OF NARROW hNATIONAL INTERESTSv )N ESSENCE THE NATIONAL INTER
EST NOW ENCOMPASSES THE WELLBEING OF ALL PEOPLE ON THIS PLANET 
4HIS MEANS THAT NATIONAL WELFARE IS NO LONGER AN EFFECTIVE FRAME OF REFERENCE 
FOR ENLIGHTENED FOREIGN POLICY IT MUST BE EXTENDED TO ENCOMPASS THE COMMON 
WELFARE  OF  A  WORLD  SOCIETY 7ITH  HIS  FORMULATION  hWORLD  DOMESTIC  POLITICSv 
7ILLY  "RANDT  ALIGNED  HIMSELF  WITH  THAT  PROJECT  FIRST  ENVI
SIONED  BY  )MMANUEL  +ANT  IN  HIS    ESSAY  h0ERPETUAL 
0EACEv  NAMELY  THE  ESTABLISHMENT  OF  A WORLD  CIVIL  SOCIETY 
&OR +ANT A SUSTAINABLE WORLD ORDER WOULD MEAN THAT STATES 
WOULD REFRAIN FROM ACTING LIKE COMPETING INDIVIDUALS PURSU
ING THEIR OWN POWER INTERESTS (E ENVISIONED A TRANSFORMATION OF RELATIONS OF 
POWER INTO RELATIONS OF COOPERATION PLACING THE RIGHTS OF THE CITIZEN ABOVE THE 
INTERESTS OF THEIR STATES
0ERHAPS WHAT IS REQUIRED  YEARS AFTER THE FOUNDING OF THE 5NITED .ATIONS 
IS A NEW ATTEMPT TO ESTABLISH OF A GENUINELY SUSTAINABLE GLOBAL ORDERA h3AN 
&RANCISCO v SO TO SPEAK 4HE 5. #HARTER THE (UMAN 2IGHTS #HARTER AND 
THE (UMAN 2IGHTS #OVENANTSTHESE WERE INITIAL MEASURES NOT SO BAD BUT IN
COMPLETE 7ITHOUT AN ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANIZATION WITH LEGAL POWERS TO COMBAT 
GLOBAL ECOLOGICAL CRISES AND WITHOUT AN INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL POLITICS CONCERNED 
WITH JUSTICE THERE WILL NEVER BE PEACE FOR RICH AND POOR ALIKE
7ITHOUT A  RESPECTFUL APPROACH  TO  THE CONSUMPTION OF NATURAL  RESOURCES  IT 
WILL NOT BE POSSIBLE TO ESTABLISH A SECURE GLOBAL ORDER 3TRATEGIES FOR INCREASING 
THE  PRODUCTIVITY  OF  RESOURCES  ARE  ALSO  hPEACE  POLICIESv  "UT  IT WOULD  BE MIS
PLACED TO THINK OF RESOURCE CONFLICTS SIMPLY AS SECURITY ISSUES !T THE END OF THE 
DAY THE VALUES AT STAKE ARE THOSE OF JUSTICE AND INJUSTICE POWER AND POWERLESS
NESS 4HOSE WHO TALK JUST ABOUT SECURITY ARE GENERALLY ONLY THINKING ABOUT THEIR 
OWN SECURITY AND NOT THAT OF OTHERS 4HAT IS WHY IT IS IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND 
THE  CONFLICTS  AROUND  THE  GLOBE AS  THE  CONSEQUENCE OF  INJUSTICE NOT  SIMPLY AS 
SECURITY PROBLEMS )T IS NOT WITHOUT REASON THAT THE PHRASE hPEACE IS THE WORK 
OF JUSTICEv HAS LONG BEEN A TENET OF POLITICAL WISDOM 
